This document of privacy terms of services applied to the AltMails and governs some data collection and usage. By using the AltMails services you consent to the data practices described in this document.

Use of cookies
AltMails may use "cookies" to help you personalize some of your online experience. It’s a small file placed in your machine by the web server. Note that it can’t be used to run any malicious program on your computer. They are used by the web server to uniquely identify you. These cookies can be used for some common purposes including some security elements involved in the control of access to restricted areas.
You have the complete ability to accept or decline cookies. Most of the browsers automatically accept cookies, but you can usually modify your browser setting to decline cookies if you prefer.

Collection of your personal information
AltMails doesn’t collect personally identifiable information. We may gather some of the information at the time of creating AltMails in order to allow you to use the services. This information is required in order to provide quality and secure services.

Information collected while user creating AltMails email address
When user creating AltMails email address they have to give their personal email address. This email address is only use to forward relevant emails to their mailbox. Other than that we are not use those emails for any other purposes.
We will not disclose any of the collected data to any third party, except in the case when this is required in order to provide desired services to the user, or when it is required by law.

Emails which are processing through our service
AltMails doesn't log or store any of the emails which are processing. AltMails just forward them to relevant mailboxes.

Changes to this document
AltMails will occasionally modify this document to reflect the company and user feedback. We will notify the user and the latest version will always be available to the user on our website.
Contact
You may contact us by emailing us on support@altmails.com.
Effective Date: March 18, 2019